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Here is our quick guide on preparing your manuscript for submission to IJPH! For detailed instructions to authors please visit our website (http://www.springer.com/public+health/journal/38)!

Submit your paper!

Quick instructions for Authors

Title
< 20 words

Keep it short and
Structured:

Abstract
< 180 words

Introduction

Main text
< 4,000 words
<4,500 for Reviews

Figures/Tables
< 6
Add name, country and
year of study to title;
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Mandatory statement on Ethics (approval; COIs).
Place it above reference list

References
IJPH style (IJPH format in Endnote); for reference look at recently published IJPH papers

< 40
< 60 for reviews

Supplemental Material
Submit as 1 file
Note that it will not be proof corrected

Emphasize the international relevance of your work in the Comments to the Editor and the Abstract!

These instructions are meant as a quick guide for drafting your manuscript. Before submission please consult and follow the detailed instructions for authors in our website:
http://www.springer.com/public+health/journal/38
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